Abstract: This paper proposes to use the tools of literary analysis (the reference to subtexts) and of linguistics (metaphor and metonymy) to shed light on the work/labour controversy and, beyond that, to map the galaxy of representations of work/labour through a study of the meanings associated with work/labour in several languages. It aims to provide a set of theoretical tools that can be used to find a common language in order to discuss digital work/labour issues as a subcategory of work/labour issues in general.
Introduction
There is an ongoing discussion on the difference between work and labour. In the Marxist tradition, the word labour has been associated with alienated and exploited work, a historical category, as opposed to work, an anthropological category, quintessential to the human species (Fuchs and Sevignani 2013) . This paper is a modest contribution to the debate, from the angle of linguistics in the broad sense of the word.
Work/labour is an elusive notion in many ways. I am using the phrase work/labour as a provisional notion in order not to take sides at the beginning of the investigation, and also because, in several languages, such as French (travail) or German (Arbeit), there is but one word, so that the speaker needs to use a modifier to convey the precise meaning he/she gives to the word (abstract/concrete, living/dead, etc.) within his/her theoretical framework. When translated into English, the word becomes either work or labour, depending on both the translator's understanding of the original meaning within the original theory, and his or her own theoretical view that has associated either work or labour, possibly with modifiers, with one concept or another. There is plenty of room both for misunderstandings and competing translations. Arbeitsprozeß is thus translated either by labour process or work process depending on the theoretical views of the translator, and sometimes he/she uses the two indifferently.
There is another difficulty. Whenever one tries to define the notion either some aspects of work/labour are excluded or the definition stretches too far to be useful. Try Marx's often quoted definition of the "labour process" or "work process" (Arbeitsprozeß), depending on the translation and the context as "human action with a view to the production of use-values, appropriation of natural substances to human requirements", "zweckmäßige Tätigkeit zur Herstellung von Gebrauchswerten, Aneignung des Natürlichen für menschliche Bedürfnisse", (Marx 1990, 290, Marx and Engels 1968ff, 24 and 198) . It can be stretched to such an extent that most bodily functions such as eating could be included if we consider only tangible use-
The importance of Subtexts in the Work/Labour Controversy
A footnote of Friedrich Engels to the fourth German edition of Marx's Capital claimed that "the English language has the advantage of possessing two separate words for these two different aspects of labour" (Marx 1990, 138n16) , so that the former could be used for all productive activities, regardless of their social context, while the latter was associated with what makes these productive activities useful for capital, that is the generation of surplus value.
As a matter of fact, the distinction between work and labour is not germane to English as a lexical distinction, it is "a split that few people can make sense of in the English-speaking world" (Kley 2008, 12) . While there is no commonly accepted lexical distinction between the words work and labour, as words, in general, in the English language, there are distinctions arising from the contexts. One cannot substitute "work" for "labour" when speaking of the Labour unions, nor can one say he or she is looking for "labour" when in quest of employment.
There are also distinctions arising from subtexts. A subtext is a text to which another text refers, usually implicitly. Just like contexts, subtexts are often indispensible for us to ascertain the precise meaning of a word for which there exists a variety of lexical definitions. For instance, a sizeable part of the New Testament has the Old Testament as a subtext, and no scientific exegesis can ignore this subtext. The importance of subtexts is particularly relevant to the work/labour controversy between various schools of Marxists and non-Marxists. Since the subtexts are the theoretical works in the English language studied by Marx and Engels, the distinction is a conceptual one, which only some people, interested in theory, will make. The relative plasticity of language enables one to assign precise definitions to words according to one's theoretical preoccupations. For instance, Free-Masons would assign special meanings (as distinct from lexical differences accepted by every speaker of the language) to the words labour, work, and business, according to their own vision of the world, and the place of their philosophy, that glorifies work/labour in all its shapes: "It is one of the most beautiful features of the Masonic Institution, that it teaches not only the necessity, but the nobility of labor. From the time of opening to that of closing, a Lodge is said to be at labor.
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[…] When the lodge is engaged in reading petitions, hearing reports, debating financial matters, etc., it is said to be occupied in business; but when it is engaged in the form and ceremony of initiation into any of the degrees, it is said to be at work 1 " (Mackey 1914, 419) . Is then the Marxist distinction between work and labour, which does not rest on a lexical distinction, a purely arbitrary one, born of Marxian theory and forced into a lexical distinction for adherents of the theory, who then would have to go to great lengths to try to justify the distinction as a lexical one, using etymology for instance? Was Engels ignorant of the absence of any commonly accepted lexical difference, except in particular contexts? Or was there, within the context of the particular lexical field of nascent political economy, a subtext that legitimated the distinction? As a matter of fact, there was, as we can see when we analyze one of the principal subtexts of Marx's work, and Engels's footnote, i.e. the use of the word labour by Adam Smith, with whose work Marx and Engels were very familiar (there are 72 references to Smith in the 1844 manuscripts, versus only 19 for Jean-Baptiste Say for example).
In Wealth of Nations (1999), Smith uses the word work to mean several different things: in Book I, chapter I, "Of the Division of Labour", it means alternatively the productive tasks to be done in a manufacture, 2 the nature of the tasks performed by individual workers, 3 the amount produced, 4 the labour power or capacity of individuals, 5 the type of work or employment 6 , the product of work, qualitatively and quantitatively.
7 In a sentence like: "But in consequence of 1 The lexical ambiguity of the words labour and work resists the attempt of the writer to come up with precise conceptual definitions, as one can see under the entry "Business": "Everything that is done in a Masonic Lodge, relating to the initiation of candidates into the several degrees, is called its work or labor; all transactions such as are common to other associations and societies come under the head of business, and they are governed with some peculiar differences by rules of order, as in other societies." (Mackey 1914, 125) . 2 "In those great manufactures, on the contrary, which are destined to supply the great wants of the great body of the people, every different branch of the work employs so great a number of workmen that it is impossible to collect them all into the same workhouse" (Smith 1999, 109) . In chapter VI, "Of the Component Parts of the Price of Commodities", work, in the plural, is used to mean manufacture, and labour to mean work as a task: "In many great works almost the whole labour of this kind is committed to some principal clerk" (Smith 1999, 152) . 3 "What is the work of one man in a rude state of society being generally that of several in an improved one" (Smith 1999, 111) . "Secondly, the advantage which is gained by saving the time commonly lost in passing from one sort of work to another is much greater than we should at first view be apt to imagine it" (Smith 1999, 113) . "Whoever has been much accustomed to visit such manufactures must frequently have been shown very pretty machines, which were the inventions of such workmen in order to facilitate and quicken their particular part of the work" (Smith, 1999, 114) . "In such situations we can scarce expect to find even a smith, a carpenter, or a mason, within less than twenty miles of another of the same trade. The scattered families that live at eight or ten miles distance from the nearest of them must learn to perform themselves a great number of little pieces of work, for which, in more populous countries, they would call in the assistance of those workmen" (Smith 1999, 122) . Work in this case is the same as trade or occupation, as in Chapter VIII, "Of the wages of labour", where Smith writes: "In all arts and manufactures the greater part of the workmen stand in need of a master to advance them the materials of their work, and their wages and maintenance till it be completed" (Smith 1999, 168) . 4 "This great increase of the quantity of work which, in consequence of the division of labour, the same number of people are capable of performing, is owing to three different circumstances" (Smith 1999, 112) . "Each individual becomes more expert in his own peculiar branch, more work is done upon the whole, and the quantity of science is considerably increased by it" (Smith 1999, 115) . 5 "Every workman has a great quantity of his own work to dispose of beyond what he himself has occasion for; and every other workman being exactly in the same situation, he is enabled to exchange a great quantity of his own goods for a great quantity, or, what comes to the same thing, for the price of a great quantity of theirs" (Smith 1999, 115) . 6 "But without the disposition to truck, barter, and exchange, every man must have procured to himself every necessary and conveniency of life which he wanted. All must have had the same duties to perform, and the same work to do, and there could have been no such difference of employment as could alone give occasion to any great difference of talents" (Smith 1999, 120) . 7 "A country carpenter deals in every sort of work that is made of wood: a country smith in every sort of work that is made of iron" (Smith 1999, 122) . "It is impossible there should be such a trade as even that of a nailer in the remote and inland parts of the Highlands of Scotland. Such a workman at the rate of a thousand nails a day, and three hundred working days in the year, will make three hundred thousand nails in the year. But in such a situation it would be impossible to dispose of one thousand, that is, of one day's work in the year" (Smith 1999, 122) . This meaning of work as the result of productive activity also appears in chapter VI, Of the Component Parts of the Price of Commodities: "As soon as stock has accumulated in the hands of particular persons, some of them the division of labour, the whole of every man's attention comes naturally to be directed towards some one very simple object. It is naturally to be expected, therefore, that some one or other of those who are employed in each particular branch of labour should soon find out easier and readier methods of performing their own particular work, wherever the nature of it admits of such improvement" (Smith 1999, 114) , labour and work are almost synonymous, since division of labour consists in parcelling work. In chapter VII, "Of the Natural and Market Price of Commodities", labour is defined as "work to be done", whereas commodities are "work done"
8 . In chapter VIII, "Of the Wages of Labour", work means production, and labour means the use of labour power: "Let us suppose, for example, that in the greater part of employments the productive powers of labour had been improved to tenfold, or that a day's labour could produce ten times the quantity of work which it had done originally" (Smith, 1999, 167) . But in the same chapter, the wages of "labour" are equated with the price of "work"
9 : "The former [wage workers] are disposed to combine in order to raise, the latter [employers] in order to lower the wages of labour. […] We have no acts of parliament against combining to lower the price of work; but many against combining to raise it" (Smith 1999, 169) . And, still in the same chapter, work means waged employment: "A man must always live by his work, and his wages must at least be sufficient to maintain him" (Smith 1999, 170) .
The distinction between work and labour becomes sharp when Smith's focus is on labour as the measure of (exchange) value, as in chapter V, "Of the Real and Nominal Price of Commodities, or their Price in Labour, and their Price in Money":
The real price of everything, what everything really costs to the man who wants to acquire it, is the toil and trouble of acquiring it. What everything is really worth to the man who has acquired it, and who wants to dispose of it or exchange it for something else, is the toil and trouble which it can save to himself, and which it can impose upon other people. What is bought with money or with goods is purchased by labour as much as what we acquire by the toil of our own body. That money or those goods indeed save us this toil. They contain the value of a certain quantity of labour which we exchange for what is supposed at the time to contain the value of an equal quantity. Labour was the first price, the original purchase-money that was paid for all things. It was not by gold or by silver, but by labour, that all the wealth of the world was originally purchased; and its value, to those who possess it, and who want to exchange it for some new productions, is precisely equal to the quantity of labour which it can enable them to purchase or command. It is difficult to ascertain the proportion between two different quantities of labour. The time spent in two different sorts of work will not always alone determine this proportion. The different degrees of hardship endured, and of ingenuity exercised, must likewise be taken into account. There may be more labour in an hour's hard work than in two hours' easy business; or in an hour's application to a trade which it cost ten years' labour to learn, than in a month's industry at an ordinary and obvious employment. But it is not easy to find any accurate measure either of hardship or ingenuity. In exchanging, indeed, the different productions of different sorts of labour for one another, some allowance is commonly made for both. It is adjusted, however, not by any accurate measure, but by the haggling and bargaining of the market, according to that sort of rough equality which, though not exact, is sufficient for carrying on the business of common life" (Smith 1999, 134 ).
What we can see here is that, while the lexical fuzziness persists (mark the presence, in this paragraph, of synonyms like "business", "employment", "industry"), a conceptual distinction is will naturally employ it in setting to work industrious people, whom they will supply with materials and subsistence, in order to make a profit by the sale of their work, or by what their labour adds to the value of the materials" (Smith 1999, 151) . 8 "Such fluctuations affect both the value and the rate either of wages or of profit, according as the market happens to be either overstocked or understocked with commodities or with labour; with work done, or with work to be done" (Smith 1999, 162). made between (what Marx would call concrete) work producing real things as use values and involving a concrete experience ("hardship") and (what Marx would call abstract) labour generating exchange values, which can be measured ("proportion of quantities"), thanks to the "higgling and bargaining of the market". Here work and labour cannot be used interchangeably. Once labour has thus been opposed to work, Smith is able define capital as "a certain quantity of labour stocked and stored up to be employed", a definition taken up by Marx in the 1844 manuscript. After Smith, English political economists such as Malthus (1814) and Ricardo (1821) used exclusively the word labour in relation to exchange value, whether they disagreed (Malthus) or agreed (Ricardo) with Smith. It is this conceptual distinction that Engels seemed to apprehend as a lexical distinction in English. By forcing these exclusive conceptual meanings into the lexically polysemic English words labour and work for the purpose of clarity, he himself created a subtext for Marxists that separated them from non-Marxists, unwillingly creating an obstacle to discussion. Attempts at distinguishing between labour and work by looking at etymology, identifying labour with something painful and linked with both exploitation and alienation while work would be related to man's quintessence and related to freedom and happy self-expression, cannot adequately account for the original conceptual distinction that we find to be born with Adam Smith: in the above mentioned conceptually decisive passage, it is "work" that is linked with hardship and pain, not "labour". Hardship and pain can only exist in the actual experience of working. While exploitation (extracting surplus from actual work to maximize and appropriate the resulting labour value) does increase the level of hardship involved, while alienation does simultaneously increase (by dehumanizing) and lessen (through ideology) the feeling of hardship, there is an irreducible aspect of pain involved in actual work, which is also associated with a feeling of pleasure, but that is another story. When labour is "purchased" and "commanded", then the "toil and trouble" of work is shifted from employer to employee.
Thus, the study of Marx's subtext helps us clarify the work/labour controversy, by ascertaining its character, i.e. a conceptual distinction between two aspects of work/labour. In the course of that enquiry, we have seen the variety of words used to refer to work/labour in the English language, the richness of their connotations in various contexts, and the polysemic character of the word work itself. Both the number of work/labour related words and the very polysemic of the word work itself invite us to pursue the enquiry in the direction of linguistics. What can we learn from a study of the various words that are used to express work/labour, in English but also in other languages? What does this polysemy tell us about the important dimensions of work/labour for human beings, an importance that is reflected in their nomination of work/labour? To answer these questions, we must turn to cognitive linguistics.
The Contribution of Cognitive Linguistics
The founding hypothesis of cognitive linguistics, born with Ronald Wayne Langacker (1973) , is that "our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature" (Lakoff and Johnson 1980, 3] ) 10 . In a metaphor, the relationships between elements of a source domain are viewed as similar to those prevailing in the target domain, which enables the speaker to use words from the source domain to describe relationships in the target domain. Lakoff and Johnson's classical example is the metaphor "love is a journey", where "journey" is the source domain and "love" is the "target domain". There are several characteristics of a journey that are similar to those of an amorous relationship (beginning, duration, end, purpose, ups and downs, twists and turns, etc.) . This analogy between love and a journey enables people to say, for example, that their relationship is at a crossroads. Jacques Lacan (1957) , developing Freud, has related the metaphor to the unconscious process of condensation (Verdichtung), where two signifiers are superimposed.
When Shakespeare writes of Love's Labour's Lost, or when I say that I'm working on a steak, the realm of work/labour is the source domain of the metaphors and love, or eating, are the target domains. The omnipresence of work/labour in our lives, its centrality, make this particular source domain available for a myriad of metaphors in a host of target domains. The ever-growing commodification of everything makes it necessary for workers to sell their labour power to obtain access to nature's untransformed bounties, such as a fresh breeze of clean air or a drop of pure water, silence or an unspoilt landscape. The appropriation by capitalists of the exchange value generated by activities not designed for the purpose of creating exchange values, as we can see in data mining, give these activities the character of unpaid labour, as prosumers and social network users realize that their activity is profitable to others and start demanding compensation for something they were doing for free, thereby accepting the commoditization of whole aspects of their private lives, which now look like work/labour to them. The exaltation of a hard-working ethos, whether it is salaried work (viz. the stigma attached to unemployment) or working out in a gym point to the internalization of the demand made by capital that every human being maximizes his or her productive effort, whatever the circumstances, and the word work ends up encompassing all human activities that can directly or indirectly be turned into a profit.
All the words denoting labour or work are abstractions, since they put together various activities, which, viewed concretely, bear another name: to dig a hole, cut a piece of metal, fish, hunt, clean, put things in their proper place, write, etc. The question is thus: what do these activities have in common that they should be called work or labour, and from which angle is the similarity perceived? For we know very well that fishing, writing, driving, building a table, etc. can be called either work/labour or play under different circumstances. Harry Cleaver (2002) has suggested that since the work/labour concept was born with modernity and the rise of capitalism as a "capitalist category", we should not use it for previous periods. He certainly has a point, whether we are discussing labour as the all-encompassing word for surplus value generating activities, or work as the all-encompassing word for purposeful human activities in the wake of the Reformation, as Max Weber (2010) has shown. But historicization should be carried further back, since the words work, labour, and their equivalents in all languages did exist before their extended and often metaphorical meanings in modern times.
A genealogical, etymological investigation is certainly in order, with the caveat that some etymologies can be deceptive. For instance, in Russian, the word trud (труд), based on the Indo-European root treudō (v. Sanskrit tard, Latin trudo), meaning painful effort, applies both to hard labour, ascetic pursuits of monks and […] academic publications (well, not that deceptive in the end!). In the course of that etymological investigation, one question has emerged: what is the cognitive linguistic process that has resulted in the invention of the words that denote work/labour? And the answer is that all the words denoting work/labour are metonymies, often coupled with metaphors.
A metonymy, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, is "a figure of speech which consists in substituting for the name of a thing the name of an attribute of it or of something closely related" (OED Online, 2013) . In traditional rhetoric, three types of metonymies are distinguished: whole for part, part for whole, and part for part. In cognitive linguistics, there is an ongoing debate on whether metonymy is a sub-category of the metaphor, or whether it is the opposite pole of the metaphor, but this debate will not be dealt with here. Cognitive linguistics distinguishes between two types of metonymy, source-in-target metonymy, and target-in-source metonymy. Source-in-target metonymy consists in using a word that is a part ("source subdomain") of what one wants to represent ("target domain"): in the phrase "all hands on deck", hands ("source subdomain") are a part of sailors ("target domain") that "stands for" sailors. It involves "domain extension", in the sense that they provide access, from the subdomain, to the full concept or "matrix domain" (Ruiz de Mendoza 2000, 109-132) . Target-in-source metonymy consist in using the wider domain as source to refer to the subdomain, as in "I'm tying my shoes", while what I am actually tying is a part of my shoes, the laces. In this case, cognitive linguists speak of domain reduction, drawing attention to the "salient" feature of what one wants to represent in the context. I tie my laces because I want to use my shoes, so I can use the metonymy, because the focus is on the shoes, not on the laces, which are a means to an end. If my laces are broken, the focus will be on the laces, and I will not be able to use a metonymy by saying "I need new shoes". Lacan (1957) relates the metonymy process with the other fundamental unconscious process that is displacement (Verschiebung), in which the emotional charge of the original signifier is transferred to another signifier, which is made possible by their contiguity.
The French word travail, like the Spanish trabajo comes from Latin trepālium, an instrument of torture. It was formed by metonymy first: the part of the work experience that is the repetition of the pain inflicted on the worker by the work process is the "salient" part (the subdomain that stands for the whole domain); then a metaphorical process occurs, involving analogy: it is an experience similar to torture, and then the metaphor of a torture instrument can be used to name it. In the same way, when going to work to, say, an office job, some French speakers, notably of working class origins, 11 will jokingly use the phrase "je pars à la mine" ("I'm going to the mine") as the salient part of their prospective workday is hardship (metonymy) and miner's work is the archetype of hardship at work (metaphor). The same French speaker would also say at the same point in the morning "je vais à la boîte chercher de la galette": I'm going to the (slang for) company worksite to get (slang for) money, here stressing the necessity to be employed that is related with proletarian status.
While metaphors such as trepālium are interesting, it is way too late to understand the precise circumstances that led to their use in the first place, and the reasons for the success they met. On the other hand, one can easily reconstruct the original metonymy, which sheds light on the "salient" characteristic of work/labour that was perceived as salient by the speakers. More difficult to find out is in what class of society the metonymy originated with, an avenue of research that is promising, and could be explored by looking at the lexicon of selected subcultures. No Frenchman without connections with the working class would use the mine metaphor. In the end anyway, the whole of society adopts a common stock of metonymies and metaphors to build a national language.
What we propose to do here is to explore and classify the types of metonymies that have made up the lexical field of work/labour in several languages, with the hope of discovering useful conceptual distinctions. Only a small part of the languages spoken by human beings on the planet across the ages are under study, and none is given a complete treatment. In particular, I could not access the languages of so-called "primitive" (i.e. non-literate) societies, which must be of particular interest. There is a lot of work to be done to verify the generalizations I arrived at in this research. Restricted as it was, my field of investigation extended far beyond my linguistic competences, and I am very grateful for the help received from friends and colleagues.
Founding Metonymies and Related Metaphors
I have found six types of metonymies at the origin of the words denoting work/labour in the languages under study 12 :
11 The example comes from personal experience with my first father-in-law, who graduated from Lumpenproletariat origins to metallurgy worker to office worker and was a prominent labour activist but still used the lexicon of his original subculture. 12 There might be a seventh one, based on the performance of discrete tasks to which one is compelled by necessity, linked with the precariousness of employment and/or of subsistence. In English, the word job meaning "a piece of work; esp. a small definite piece of work done in the way of one's special occupation or profession" is said by the Oxford English Dictionary to be "of obscure origin: prob. in colloquial use some time before it appeared in literature. 
Denoting Activity
This is the original metonymy for the origin of the English word "work", a case of target-insource metonymy involving domain reduction, from activity in general to a particular type of activity, work. One of the oldest available occurrences of the word work in Old English, Beowulf 287 B9, circa A.D. 1000, is clearly referring to action, deeds, as opposed to words (praxis or poiesis as opposed to lexis): "gescad witan, worda ond worca, se þe wel þenceð.." ("A keen-witted shield-bearer who thinks things out carefully must know the distinction between words and deeds, keep the difference clear") (Chickering, 2006, 64-65) .
The root is the proto-Indo-European word Wergom, hence the Indo-Eu r o pe an r oo t u̯ er ĝ, u̯ r e ĝ -, denoting activity. It resulted in ergon (ἔργον), organon (ὄργανον) in Greek, weorc or worc in Old English, Werk in German, gwreith in Middle Cymric, etc.
13 Analyzing this passage of Beowulf, Peter Clemoes (2006, 158-161) refers this language to the Germanic legal tradition, detailing the obligations of a person to his lord, not only words, but also acts, deeds. Thus even the most abstract form of the concept (action as opposed to inaction, movement as opposed to inertia-as in the definition of (mechanical) work in physics introduced by the French physicist Coriolis in 1826 under the name travail, translated as work in English and Arbeit in German-or activity opposed to repose) was entangled in the web of social relationships when it appeared in English. The original notion of work in English could therefore means farmwork. Pending further research in other languages, and considering that no verbs are associated, this notion is best left in a footnote for the time being. 13 Podkorny's entry, p. 988, adapted, with the abbreviations developed and translated into English: u̯ e r ĝ -2, u ̯ r eĝ -English meaning: to do, work German meaning: wirken, tun De r i va ti ve s: u ̯ e r ĝ om n . `W er k ' Material: Avestan (Av.) varəәz-(vəәrəәzyeiti = got. waúrkeiþ; s. also Greek (gr.) ῥέζω) `wirken, tun, machen', Partiz. varšta-, varəәza-m. `Wirken, Verrichten von, Tätigkeit' (npers. varz, barz `Feldarbeit, Ackerbau'), varšti-f. `Handeln, Tun', varštva-Adj. `was zu tun ist'; Armeinian (arm.) gorc `Werk' (mit sekundärem o); Greek (gr). ἔργον, ϝέργον `Werk, Arbeit' (= dt. Werk), ἐργάζοµαι `arbeite', danach ἐργάτης `Arbeiter' (für *ἐργότης), ἔρδω (vereinzelt ἕρδω) `tue, opfere' (*ϝερzδω, *u ̯ e r ĝ i ̯ ō Ho ch s t uf e n a ch ϝέργον wie in as.wirkian), Fut. ἔρξω, Aor. ἔρξα, Perf. ἔοργα), ῥέζω `tue' (aus ῥέξαι neugebildet, hom. ἄρεκτος `ungetan' umgestellt aus *ἄ[ϝ]ερκτος); ὄργανον `Werkzeug', ὄργια `(geheimer) Gottesdienst', ὀργιάζω `feiere Mysterien', ὀργεών `Mitglied einer religiösen Brüderschaft'; ὀργάζω, ion. ὀργάω, ὀργίζω `knete, rühre durch, gerbe' (wie nhd. Teig wirken mit Bed.-Verengerung in der Berufssprache), wozu ἐόργη `Quirl' (wohl redupl. ϝε-ϝόργᾱ); alb. rregj `reinigen', Mediopassiv rregjem `mühen, streben' (St. E. Mann Lg. 26, 382 f.); Old Breton (abret.) guerg `efficax', Gallic (gall.) vergo-bretus `oberste Behörde der Aeduer', auch verco-breto (Pokorny, Vox Romanica 10, 266 f.); Middle Cymric (mcymr.) gwreith `Tat' (* u̯ r e ĝ -tu-), 1. Pl. Imper. acymr. guragun, jünger gwnawn usw. (n statt r durch Einfluß von *gnī-`machen', S. 373), Cornish (corn.) gruen, mbr. gr-(u ) e om p ( * u ̯ r e ĝ -`machen'), Lewis-Pedersen S. 336 f.; as. wirkian (Neubildung nach werk), warhta, High old German (ahd.) Frankish (fränk.) wirkan, wirchen, war(a)hta `arbeiten, tätig sein, wirken'; got. waúrkjan (= av. vəәrəәzyeiti), aisl. yrkja, orta, ags. wyrcan, worhte, ahd. (obdt.) wurchen, wor(a)hta `wirken, tun, machen, bewirken', ahd. gawurht f. `Tat, Handlung', got. frawaúrhts `sündig', f. `Sünde' usw., got. waúrstw n. `Werk' (*waúrh-stwa-; ähnlich av. varštva-); High old German (ahd.) werc, werah, Anglo-Saxon (as) werk, aisl. werk n. (= ἔργον) `Werk, Tätigkeit, Arbeit' Anglo-Saxon (as.) weorc auch `Mühsal, Qual', weshalb auch Old Icelandic (aisl.) verkr, Genitive verkjar (m. i-St.) `Schmerz, Leid' hierhergehören kann; High old German (ahd.) wirken `nähend, stickend, webend verfertigen' = as. wirkian, ags. wircan, und das davon nicht trennbare High old German (ahd.) werih in der Bed. `Werg, stuppa', āwirihhi, āwurihhi `Werg' zeigen Anwendung unserer Wz. auf die We be r e i ; s . d a ge ge n M a rs t r an de r I F . 22 , 3 3 2 f. ( de r W e r g u nd w i r ke n `w eb en ' de r W z . * u ̯ e rg -`drehen, winden' zuteilen möchte); an nhd. Werg erinnert Cymric (cymr.) cy-warch `Hanf, Flachs' = Breton (bret.) koarc'h, Olf Breto n ( a br et . ) c oa r c ho li on g l . ca na bi na ' ; M a r st r a nd er Z cP . 7, 3 62 s uc ht d ar i n e in i d g . *u ̯ e r -k-`drehen'.
be related with obligation by a third party: there is no reason why the words that are the equivalents of "work/labour" in other languages would not have appeared at the same moment as servitude: fishing, hunting, gathering, cooking, etc., were activities with names of their own, and there was no reason to lump them together under the heading "work" before work was imposed on people by their masters. More on this anon. In Wolof, the word ligeey, to be active, is the same as to be at work, and also employed, and its opposite, tok, which means to sit, is the word used for the status of unemployed. The notion of activity also predominates in the Russian zanimátʹsja (за ни ма т ь с я ), to busy oneself (when studying, doing sports, etc.). In sign language, as a source-in-target metonymy, "activity" is signed in the same way as work (see infra), with only the mouthing differing. In Lingala, mosálá, to work, is the same as to do. In standard Arabic, one of the two words meaning "work" similarly carries primarily the notion of activity, "to do": fa3ala/yaf3alu ‫ﻑفﻉعﻝل(‬ / ‫)ﻑفﻉعﻝل)‬ 14 . Interestingly, this word exists only in standard Arabic, the language developed from classical Arabic in the early 19 th century, and appears in the various dialects only as variations borrowed from the standard Arabic. As early as the 8 th century, the Arab grammarians chose to use it as the root (in its graphic aspect, as opposed to the phonetic aspect) to represent the morphologic schemes of the Arabic language. Thus, the word kātib ‫,)ﺍاﻝلﻙكﺍاﺕتﺏب(‬ writer, is viewed by the grammarians as following the fā3il scheme. One is reminded of Hannah Arendt's remarks on the birth of rhetoric as the substitution of persuasion for violence at the birth of the polis, with the separation of words from deeds (which were coupled in heroic times) (Arendt 1998, 25-26) , except that written words are the words involved here. A keenwitted shield-bearer who thinks things out carefully must indeed know the distinction between written and spoken words on the one hand and deeds on the other hand, keep the difference clear, and also see the social relationships that connect them.
Denoting Effort, Difficulty, Pain
In many languages, the notions of effort, difficulty and pain are present in the lexicon of work, and most of the time these salient characteristics are present together in the same words, with only the context pointing to one separate characteristic. Only in Wolof (but there must be other examples) could I find two words for "to work", one of which does imply effort, but not necessarily painful effort. Should this distinction be found to exist in other languages, the present section would need to be divided in two and the typology extended.
In Hesiodos's Ἔργα καὶ Ἡµέραι (The Works and the Days), work, ergon (ἔργον), which does imply effort, but not necessarily painful effort, is first introduced as a valued activity motivated by envy of another man's wealth. It is part of human nature, and, even in the Golden Age (before Zeus punished Prometheus for stealing the gods' fire by sending them Pandora and her box) men satisfied their needs through work, the difference with the later ages being that men, being frugal, could satisfy one year's needs with one day of easy work ("κεν καὶ ἐπ᾽ ἤµατι ἐργάσσαιο, ὥστε σε κεἰς ἐνιαυτὸν ἔχειν καὶ ἀεργὸν ἐόντα"). The human condition after the Golden Age is characterized by the addition of ponos (πόνος) painful and difficult work ("χαλεποῖο πόνοιο"), since men have lost the secret of a frugal life. One can easily read into the fable the Marxist concept of surplus work/labour demanded by masters and refer the causes of the existence of surplus work/labour to domination rather than Pandora's myth.
Among the meanings of ponos (πόνος), we find hard work, toil, as in toil of battle, trouble, bodily exertion, exercise, stress, trouble, distress, suffering, pain, especially physicaldistinguished from lipi (λύπη), pain in general-but also implements for labour, stock in trade, task, business, enterprise, undertaking. While the original metonymy was a target-in-source metonymy involving domain reduction (from the painful aspect of work to hard work in general), it gave rise to the opposite, source-in-target metonymy involving domain extension (from the work experience, seen as painful, to the notion of enterprise, and even anything produced by work, a work, as in τρητὸς µελισσᾶν πόνος, the perforated work of bees, i.e. the honeycomb in the poetic language of Pindarus.)
The Indo-European root of the Greek word ponos (πόνος) is (s)pend, 15 which seems to relate to the pulling motion that comes with spinning and weaving (from the same the root "-spend"). The painful experience of women spinning and weaving seems to have been at the origin of the word. Another painful experience, that of carrying heavy loads, has been at the origin of the Latin word labor (labor, lapsi, lapsus sum) which has given the French labeur and labour (ploughing), the English labour, the Italian lavoro, etc. The meaning of the Latin labor is to slip (as in lapsus, a slip of the tongue), under a heavy burden. The same reference to a heavy burden can be found in the Russian language, which has two words for work: trud (труд), and rabota (работа), close to rabotsva (рабства), meaning slavery (see infra 3.5). Trud (труд) belongs to the group of words denoting pain, together with the Latin trūdō (to thrust, push, shove; to crowd or shove forward; to press on, drive, impel), both rooted in Indo-European tr-eu-d-, to press, to squeeze, like under a heavy burden. 16 It is the word used 15 Podkorny's entry, p. 988, adapted, with the abbreviations developed and translated into English: (s)pen(d): to pull; to spin, `ziehen, spannen' und `spinnen', indem die zu webenden Fäden zuerst ausgespannt wurden. General comments: (s)pen-: spē(i)-`ziehen' = pen-`füttern': pā-`Vieh weiden, füttern' {to graze cattle, to feed} = bhā-: bhen-`s pr ec he n' { t o s pe a k }; v gl . da s an de r s v ok al i s i e r t e {c om pa r e o th er v oc al i z at i o n} p ānG e webe'{fabric}, oben { see above} S {p}. 788. Material: 1. Formen ohne -sArmenian (Arm.) hanum, aorist (Aor.) hanay und henum, aorist (Aor.) heni `weben, zusammennähen'; s. darüber Meillet Esquisse2 55, 105, 111 f.; Greek (gr.) πένοµαι `strenge mich an, mühe mich ab, habe Mangel', πόνος `mühsame Arbeit, Mühsal, Kummer', πονέω `mühe mich ab, usw.', πονηρός `in schlechtem Zustande, schadhaft, lasterhaft', πένης `arm, dürftig', πενία `Mangel, Armut', πεινῆν `hungern', woraus wohl retrograd πείνη `Hunger' und πάτος · ἔνδυµα τῆς Ηρας He si od o s ( He s. ) f a l s * pn ̥ -tos; diese oder eine ähnliche t-Bildung liegt auch dem Old Irish (air.) ēt-`kleiden' zugrunde; Lituanian (lit.) pinù, pìnti `flechten', pántis m. f., Old Prussish (apr.) panto f. `Fessel', Latvian (lett.) pinu, pît `flechten', pinekls `Fessel'; Old Church Slavic (aksl.) pьnǫ, pęti `spannen', (ablaut.) opona f. `Vorhang', ponjava `Umhang, Kleid', pǫto `Fessel'(serb. pȕto), wozu Old Russian (a.russ.) prepjátь `hindern', raspjátь `kreuzigen', pjatь, pnutь `mit dem Fußestoßen' und Old Church Slavic (aksl.) pęta `Ferse' Serbian (serb.) petasati `mit den Füßen ausschlagen'), Russian (russ.) pjatá, Serbian (serb.) péta, Lituanian (lit.) péntis m. `ds.; Rücken der Axt, der Sense', Old Prussish (apr.) pentis `Ferse'; vielleicht Albanian (alb.) pendë, pëndë `Paar Ochsen; Joch (Ackermaß)' aus einem *pentā `*Gespann'; auch penk `Koppel'; 2. Formen mit anlaut. s-: Latin (lat.) sponte `aus eigenem Antrieb, aus freiem Willen', Gothic (got.) Old High German (ahd.) Anglo-Saxon ( ag s. ) sp i n na n, a i s l . s pi nn a `s pi nn en ' ( * sp en u̯ ō, v g l . sp an na n S. 9 8 2 a us * sp əә -nu ̯ ō ) , O l d H i g h German (ahd.) spinna `Spinne'; mit einfachem n: Old Icelandic (aisl.) spuni m. `Gespinst', Anglo-Saxon (ags.) spinel, Old High German (ahd.) spinala (und spinnila) `Spindel'.
Erweiterung (s)pen-d-:
Li tu an i a n ( l it . ) s pé nd ži u , s pę s t i èi ne n Fa l l st r i ck l eg en ( s p an ne n ) ' , O l d L i t ua ni an ( al it .) s pá nd a u , -yti `spannen', Li tu an i a n ( l it . ) s pa ns ku s `e ng , dr üc ke nd ' , s pą s t a s `F al l e ' , L at vi an ( l e t t . ) s pi ê s t `d r ü ck en , z wingen', Iterativ spaidît, spuôsts `Fallstrick, Falle', Latvian (lett.) spendele `Feder an einem Schlosse', spanda `Strickwerk am Pflug', wie auch pām. spundr `Pflug', Greek (gr.) σπινδεῖρα · ἄροτρον Hes. (d. i. σπινδῆρα); Old Church Slavic (aksl.) pęndь `Spanne', pǫditi `drängen, treiben' (ursprüngl. etwa `ein Vieh an gespanntem Strick vorwärtsziehen'); vermutlich auch als `gespannt hängen', Latin (lat.) pendeō, -ēre `hangen, herabhangen', pendō, -ĕre `wägen, schätzen, zahlen' (zum Wägen aufhängen), Umbrian (umbr.) ampentu `impenditō'; ob auch Anglo-Saxon (ags.) finta m. `Schwanz, Folge'? 16 Podkorny's entry, p. 1095, adapted, with the abbreviations developed and translated into English: tr-eu-dEnglish meaning: to press, push German meaning: `quetschen, stoßen, drücken' General comments: wohl Erw. zu ter-3, tereu-`reiben' Material: Alb. treth `verschneide' (`*zerstoße, zerquetsche die Hoden') = lat. trūdō, -ere `stoßen, fortstoßen, dräng-en' (trūdis `eisenbeschlagene Stange zum Fortstoßen'); mcymr. cythruð `quälen', godruð `wild', gorthruð `Bedrückung' (*-treudo-); mir. trotaid `streitet' (*truzd-aus *trud-d-), cymr. trythill, drythill `wollüstig' (daraus mir. treitell `Liebling'); air. tromm, cymr. trwm `schwer' (*trudsmo-`drückend'); got. usþriutan `beschwerlich fallen', aisl. þrjōta `mangeln', ags. (ā-)ðrēotan unpers. `ermüden, überdrüssig werden', ahd. (ar-, bi-)driozan `bedrängen, belästigen', nhd. verdrießen; aisl. þrjōtr `widerspenstiger Mensch', ahd. urdrioz `Verdruß';aisl. þraut f. `Kraftprobe, Bedrängnis', ags. ðrēat m. `Gedränge, Gewalttätigkeit, Drohung', mhd. drōz `Verdruß, Last, Beschwerde' (= slav. trudъ); ags. ðrēat(n)ian `drängen, quälen, schelten, drohen'; ags. ðrīetan `ermüden (tr.), drängen', aisl. þreyta `Kraft aufwenden, aushalten, ermüden (tr. und intr.)'; aisl. þrȳsta, ahd. ðrūstit, ags. geðryscan `bedrücken', ðrys-man `erdrücken, ersticken', mnd. drussemen `erdrosseln, erdrücken'; aksl. trudъ `Mühe', truždǫ, truditi `beschweren, quälen'.
by Orthodox monks to translate into Old Slavic the Greek word ponos (πόνος), and also the words kopos (κόπος), pain, here a self-inflicted blow to the chest (in the context of asceticism; from koptô [κόπτω]) to deliver a blow), kamatos (κάµατος), hard work, and hydros (ἱδρός), sweat. In Old Slavic, it thus means painful work, effort, exhaustion, sickness, and also difficulty. The reference to sweat is also to be found in the original curse, "by the sweat of thy brow", but also in Wolof, where painful work is called niax jariñu, niax meaning sweat, and jariñu meaning useful. Another Wolof word for "to work", daan dole, meaning to use one's strength (dole) puts more stress on the notion of effort than on the related pain. This brings to mind the notion of energy, its physiology, and what Freudians call the psychological economy of the libido. The adjective formed on trud is used to denote the particularly difficult characteristic of one type of work, as in trudnaja rabota (трудная работа), hard and painful work. But the word becomes dignified when used by monks, extolling their own ascetic and associated intellectual pursuits and later communists, when trudjaschiesja (трудящиеся) became the official word for the supposedly dominant working class. There is even an organization 17 in Russia entitled "Workers against slavery", Trudjaschiesja protiv rabotsva (Трудящиеся -против рабства), under a banner inspired from the French Socialist Party logo. While the original metonymy was a target-in-source metonymy involving domain reduction (from the painful aspect of work to hard work in general), it gave rise to the opposite, source-in-target metonymy involving domain extension (from the work experience, seen as painful, to the notions of cultural production, dignified group).
The painful connotation is present in the standard Arabic 'amal ‫َﻝل(‬ ‫ﻣ‬ َ ‫ﻋ‬ )ٌ ), which resulted in the Swahili amali, pointing to colonization and slave production in the area.
The sinogram 劳 lao denotes painful work. According to the etymological dictionary Shuōwén Jiězì (說文解字), made available in 121 AD, and reflecting the specular turn of mind prevailing under the Hans, the original sinogram, in the xiaozhuan (Small Seal Script (小篆, 221-207 BC) is the superposition of 火火 the night light (fire) at the top, 冖 the roof in the middle, signifying the hose, and 力 force, in the bottom. Rooted in lao, we find 劳人 laoren (lao + ren [man]) hard worker, 劳力 (lao + li [strength] ) to perform manual work, 劳神 laoshen (lao + shen [mind] ) to think hard, intellectual fatigue. Associated with 动 dong, denoting movement, we find 脑力劳动 naolilaodong (nao [brain[ + li [strength] + lao + dong), intellectual work, 体力劳动 tillilaodong (ti = body), manual work, but also 劳动法 laodong+fa (law), labour law, and 劳动合同 laodong + hetong (contract), work contract.
The painful characteristic of work has resulted in labour referring to birth giving (travail in French), which is in fact a combination of two source-in target metonymies, one stressing the painful character of both processes, the other one emphasizing, in both cases too, the result of activity (something is produced, see infra 3.3) therefore inviting comparison and leading to the creation of the metaphor, long before it became part of the Marxist feminist notion of reproductive labour as reproducing labour power. It was obviously sourced in the Christian tradition, since there is no such use of the word labour or its equivalent in Hebrew to denote childbearing, although the original curse in Hebrew refers to pain (itstsabon, ‫ֺן‬ ‫ָבו‬ ‫ִצּ‬ ‫)ע‬ both for the woman's experience of childbirth and the man's experience of tilling the ground). The English language has appropriated the French word travail, to designate all sorts of painful experiences, including travel before the days of package tours.
Some degree of pain is unavoidable when "grappling with reality", the working subject is engaged in a struggle against the object that is worked on, hence the metaphor of battle, in the English word toil, which originally meant argument, strife, battle.
Denoting the Result or Product of Activity
17 http://sd-inform.org/biblioteka/antitotalitarizm/trudjaschiesja-protiv-rabstva, accessed January 10, 2014.
In the Latin family of Indo-European languages, the concrete product of work receives names based on the Indo-European root Op 18 : Latin opus, French oeuvre, Spanish obra, Italian opera, etc. The process that leads to the creation of these works, concrete work, is called operare (Latin, Italian) oeuvrer (French, also ouvrage, both the result of work and the work process), obrar (Spanish), etc. And the individuals involved in the process of producing such objects, the workers, are called ouvriers (French), operai (Italian), obreros (Spanish), etc., a particular class of waged workers that produce material goods outside agriculture (but the concept can be extended to agricultural waged work as in the French ouvrier agricole, with a modifier).
A first metonymy projects the result of work onto the work process, another one projects the work process onto the worker, a third one can project it on the end result. The French labourer (to plough), originating in Latin labor (see supra) gives labour, as the activity ("faire les labours" = labourer, to plough) of the laboureur (ploughman) and the result of the activity ("marcher dans les labours", to walk through ploughed fields).
An opposite process can be observed in English, in which the activity gives its name to the result of activity, especially for intellectual work (works of art, good works in the language of religion) or in German (Werk). In Russian, the word trud (труд), denoting painful and difficult work, gives its name to the resulting work of the mind, as in Труды Математического Института имени В. А. Стеклова, Trudy Matematicheskogo Instituta imeni V. A. Steklova, for a mathematical journal, and in Hebrew, where, most interestingly melâ'kâh ‫,)מלאכה(‬ free labour (see infra 3.5) also means the result of work, property, thereby anticipating by a few centuries or millennia the Lockean theory of property founded on labour (Locke 2000, 298-299) . 
Denoting Torture
In the Latin family of Indo-European languages, French (travail), Spanish (trabajo) Provençal (trebalh), Portuguese (trabalho), Italian (travaglio) originate in trepālium (Latin) , a torture instrument. The connection points to pain that does not stop, as a consequence of a minute division of labour that reduces work to a repetition of the same motions for an extended period.
Marx's ideal workday, when I am able "to hunt in the morning, fish in the afternoon, rear cattle in the evening, criticise after dinner, just as I have a mind, without ever becoming hunter, fisherman, shepherd or critic" (Marx and Engels 1845/46, 53) , points to a crucial characteristic of work from a eudemonistic perspective: if a change of work is a holiday, then what makes work an especially painful activity is its continuation through an over-extended period of time, the ensuing boredom, and the transformation of pain, which is an unavoidable part of life, into suffering, which is an avoidable part of life. Here, the connection with extra work demanded by masters is also present.
The repetition of the same, even innocuous per se, becomes a torment, as in the "Chinese water torture" where the pain comes from a steady dripping of water droplets on the same part of the body. And the classical image of the Fordist worker, chained to the assembly line so that he/she must repeat the same motion relentlessly, resembles that of the galley slave who does nothing but work the oars. Relentless repetition of the same is what Thanatos (the death impulse identified by Freud) is about. Relentlessness and endlessness are the two things that make hell hellish. Hell is everlasting death, as Paradise is everlasting life.
Another dimension of torture, which applies to the "Chinese water torture" concept too, is excessive focusing on one thing, the concentration involved, which is painful in itself. "In consequence of the division of labour, the whole of every man's attention comes naturally to be directed towards some one very simple object" (Smith 1999, 114) .
All in all, man is living through and craving for variety, alternation and diversity. Just as we alternate inhaling and exhaling, chewing and swallowing, sleeping and waking, we need to alternate our activities. Post-Fordist human resources specialists of Internet work, who have understood this, would allow private Internet surfing (cyberloafing) to employees while at their workstation to increase productivity by lowering stress Chen and Lim 2011) . This raises the issue of rhythm. Autonomous work (when I choose to work) is set to individual biorhythms, heteronomous work (when I have work imposed on me from outside, whether by necessity or violence) is set to extraneous rhythms: slaves on a galley pulling on the oars to the drum's rhythm, marching soldiers, workers on the assembly-line, Internet slaves desperately trying to catch up with incoming emails are all subject to a form of torture. In moderate doses, the extraneous rhythm energizes, as when dancing to a tune, while it becomes painful and even lethal in excessive doses, as any stimulus.
Denoting Status of Workers: Subordination
Heteronomous work suggests the existence of domination relationships. But, even in the absence of an actual master, the very nature of work involves a certain form of subordination. As a matter of fact, both the goal of the freely chosen work activity, and the specificities of the chosen work material themselves, impose their irreducible strangeness on the worker. When "I'm committed to my work", the goal, the end in view becomes my master, imposes a discipline, and, when I carve wood, I have to obey the dictates of the wood grain at the very moment when I transform nature. "Nature to be commanded must be obeyed" wrote Francis Bacon (Bacon 1960, 39) .
In Indo-European languages, the root orbho, 20 signifying orphan, bereft, servant, slave, weak child, work, has given Arbeit in German and rabota (работа) in Russian. Here, the ‫,)מלאכה(‬ linked with artisans, handicrafts, is similarly based on the status of the worker, this time not servile: in the Old Testament, it refers to angels, ministers, i.e. employees above the rank of slaves. In Chinese, the word ye 業 (in traditional Chinese), 业 (in simplified Chinese), meaning line of business, industry, occupation, job, employment, school studies, enterprise, also means property, and, in the context of Buddhism, karma, a person's station in life viewed as the result of his/her actions. The Semitic root a.b/v.d., present in avoda, is matched by the Arabic abd ‫)ﻉعﺏبﻭوﺩدﻱيﺓة(‬ which means servant, slave, and, by extension, worshipper as in Abdullah, servant of god.
The relationship between work / labour and slavery is sweetly expressed in the Spanish word for retirement, jubilación, which refers to the Jubilee, the biblical period, every 50 years, when slaves would be free, lands restored to their original owners and debts extinguished.
Metonymy Based on the Gestures Involved in One Particular Type of Work
The Chinese have three words for work/labour. One of them is gong (工). The sinogram (Chinese character) 工 is a stylised image of a hand-held rammer, an implement used to flatten, compact and stabilize the soil in order to build a house without foundations. Associated with other sinograms, it has given the noun 工作 (gongzuo) meaning work in general, also the verb to work, 工作者 gongzhe (gongzuo + zhe [man] The same process (source-in-target metonymy, domain extension) has been used by the inventors of sign language for the deaf: in French Sign Language
23
, and in American Sign Language, which is derived from the French Sign Language, "the sign for 'work' is made by shaping both hands into 'fist shapes' […] . With your palms facing downward, use your dominant fist to tap the wrist or the side of your non-dominant fist a few times (Memory Aid: Think of working with a hammer)": This mimics the action of hammering, the repetition shows that there is a purpose to the activity, and the number of repetitions is left to the speaker. There is also a connotation of pain in the mutual shocks that flesh is heir to. The opposed poles of active / passive, "dominant" / subservient, subject / object are at work. The French Sign Language for unemployment 25 starts very much like "work" with crossed wrists, but the hands move apart and come to rest on the hips.
In British Sign Language, 26 the sign for work is made with "hands held with open palms, prime hand chops down on secondary hand", as in cutting wood or meat, the upper hand functioning as an axe or chopper. "Unemployed" is signed by "Secondary hand held open with thumb upward. Prime hand brushes top of secondary hand", moving away from where the chopping action can be performed, showing the impossibility of chopping. 27 If, like German philologists of the 19 th century, we were looking for the word work/labour in the "original language", the Ursprache, at the anthropological level, the sign languages might well point us in the right direction for "work" as a specifically human activity: the signs mimic the movement of the flint stone chopper for shaping other flint stones (Leroy-Gourhan 1964, 133-134) : it is the original machine tool, the tool to make tools that makes humans human, whereas animals use tools found in nature and do not make them. Whether we agree or not in totality with the theory of The Gestural Origin of Language (Armstrong and Wilcox 2007) , it seems that the Tower of Babel was built with cut stones.
Conclusion
The reasons why we use metonymies are both functional and contextual. Every object that we consider is related in our minds to a particular context and/or a particular structure, which assigns a function to the various elements which can be considered, in the last analysis, as the referents (what is signified) of any given situation. Each referent is seen as part of a whole that transcends it (irrespective of whether we have source-in-target or target-in-source metonymy) and assigns to it a function, a raison d'être (the reason why it is mentioned in the first place) within the larger situation where the referent appears. In the example "I'm tying my shoes", laces only have a function within the structural and functional scenario of a certain kind of shoe. In the case of work/labour metonymies, as in all metonymies, each metonymy is a "fractal compression" (de Oliveira e Paiva and Menezes 2010) of the web of historical and social relationships in which the referents themselves have been entangled.
It is now for us to explore in more detail the way metonymies and metaphors born along the ages from the actual experience of work/labour by our ancestors have been recycled in the Age of the Internet, as an avenue to identify the web of social relationships in which today's work situations that contribute to the existence of the Web, or connect to it in their daily course, are entangled, taking into account the salient dimensions of work/labour that linguistic inquiry has provided for further research.
Unsurprisingly, the nascent vocabulary of Internet work / labour has relied on metaphors, using existing off-line realities as a source domain to name activities in the target domain of "virtual work", which is understandable since it is a new activity which in some respects "looks like" previous activities. The "web", the "net", the "cloud" are metaphors.
But when it comes to work and labour, metonymies are back. Interestingly, writers trying to describe work on the Internet have used metonymies that were not sourced in the domain of work and labour, but in the domain of technology, specifically computer technology. Take "elancer", coined by Helen Wilkinson in 1999 (Barbrook 2006, 96) , "cybertariat" (Huws 2001) , or "digital labour". The prefixes "e-" and "cyber", or the modifier "digital" are used to stress one salient aspect of Internet work, which is that it depends on computers. Then one particular aspect of computers is used to refer to the world of computers in general, and by extension to the Internet: computers rely on electronics ("-e"), are a complex information system ("cyber"), based on digits ("digital"), etc. Once one of these particular aspects of computer technology has found its way into the current language as a proxy for Internet-related activity, it can be associated with a word referring to work and labour: e + freelancer = elancer, cyber + proletariat: cybertariat, digital + labour. The choice of the work-related element is of course linked with the political stance of the author. Those metonymies point to the dependence of the worker on the technology. Amazon's Mechanical Turk refers to the Turk, a chess-playing automaton that was ultimately discovered to provide a hiding place for an actual chess expert, and provides "artificial artificial intelligence". A metonymy derived from one particular aspect of work on the Internet (and thus analogous to 3.6) would be clickworker. Most striking is the fact that no new word has emerged from the wealth of "new names" that clog the literature about the Internet to replace "to work" as a verb. This would be further proof that work on the Internet is definitely not virtual, since virtual is defined by the OED as "not physically existing as such but made by software to appear to do so from the point of view of the program or the user".
